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Abstract 

The shift towards a more sustainable architecture for high-rise building is discussed and 
illustrated through the work of Ken Yeang and other architects. The claimed benefits of such a 
bioclimatic design approach are examined in the light of the results of previously conducted 
research projects, dealing with indoor thermal condition of high-rise ofice buildings This paper 
reports on a study to determine if high-rise buildings designed on bioclimatic principles perform 
better than conventional designed ones, when situated in a tropical climate such as that in 
Malaysia. The paper describes a number of case studies which compare Malaysian bioclimatic 
and conventional building using indoor environmental parameter criteria such as air 
temperature, relative humidity and air velociw Building energv index for both types of buildings 
is presented to illustrate the real energy savings in both types of buildings. The majorJinding of 
this work is that, the bioclimatic buildings offering a more comfortable indoor environment, 
increase satisfaction and show an improvement in energy saving. 
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Table 4: Overall Annual Energy Performance (electricity) and CO, emission 

Building Energy Performance for Electricity (12 month) Perind 
Based nn a Gross Floor Area (m2) 

BUILDING UMNO MESINIAGA LUTH TIMA 

Gross Floor Area 7,4 12.92 10,960.3 1 28,76 1.95 28.125.19 
(m2) 

[B] C02 ratio 0.43% 0.43' 0.43* 0.43* 
(kg CO,/kWh) 

LC] C 0 2  cmihsion 412.000.20 1.227.602.31 2,363.699.93 1,235.878.07 
(kg COz/year) 

[Dl Actual CO: 55.58 112.00 82.18 43.94 
emission 
(kg ~ 0 J m ' l ~  ear) 

*Thzs value may change year to year due to changes in the mix of electricity generation 
plant Ensure that actual consumption figures do not include estimated bills and ensure they 
relate to a full exact 12 months period. Multiply column [A] by column [B] to get column 
[C] then divided by treated total building floor area to get [Dl 

MESINIAGA was completed with enhancement criteria which include the circular plan form with 
service core facing the morning sun, external sunshades positioned according to sun-path, 
transitional spaces with landscaping (called s!g courts) on every floor that act as thermal buffers, 
toilets and fire escape stairs situated on the plan periphery able to function with natural 
ventilation, admission of daylight through the window glazing. 

UMNO which was completed a few years later has all of the Bioclimatic attributes of 
MESINIAGA with additional bioclimatic features which is the rectilinear plan form with service 
core facing morning sun and external walls (wind wing walls) and operable windows which act 
together to draw air through each floor for the purpose of 'comfort coolmg'. Furthermore it offers 
the occupants a choice of operational modes at their workspace to be naturally ventilated or with 
air conditioned. 
The electricity consumption for MESINlAGA is 260 kWl~/mz/~ear whereas for UMNO is 129 
k ~ h / m ~ / ~ e a r .  This is a very good performance compared to typical new office buildings in 
Malaysia and the ASEAN region, having an Energy lndex of 200 - 300 kWhlrnZ/year [16]. 
However, if we refer to the current Malaysian Standard MS 1525 [17]: "Code of Practice on 
Energy Eflciency and use of Renewable Energy for Non-residential Buildings", MESINIAGA is 
not entitled to be classified as a low energy office building as well as the conventional building, 
LUTH. Following this code, the low energy office building must have an energy consumption less 
than 135 kWh/mZlyear. UMNO and TIMA are still well classified as a low energy office building. 
This shows bow the latest bioclimatic high rise office buildings consumed lesser energy compared 
to the earliest ones and compared to the conventional buildings. 




